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Abstract: Gas sensitivity of annealed tin dioxide slicks B - and C - type to ethanol, acetone, 
isopropanol vapors was researched. Operating temperatures at which sensitivity to vapors of 
researched substance is maximum - 330 оС for ethanol, 360 оС for acetone and 400 оС for isopropanol 
are specific. 
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1. Introduction 
 
From the nomenclature of the sensors made on the microelectronic technology, the class adsorptive-
semiconducting devices (ASD) are most widely introduced. In existing constructions of ASD mainly 
metaloxide semiconductors are used. At adsorption on a surface of such semiconductors of gas 
molecules their resistance (electric conductivity) apparently varies. For various semiconductors there is 
an optimal interval of temperatures where their sensitivity to parsed gas is maximum. Such interval is 
in limits from 200 up to 500 oC. Elevated temperature is an obligatory operating condition of gas 
sensors based on metaloxide semiconductors. 
 
Gas sensors and evaluators with responsive units (RU) on the basis of metaloxide semiconductors (tin 
dioxide, zinc oxide) are perspective instruments on the basis of which mastering quality new level of 
gasoanalytical instrumentation miniaturization of various assignments is possible. On manufacturing 
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techniques semiconducting gas sensors can be divided into two big groups: ceramic and film (thin and 
thick-film). 

 
Recently interest to researches of metaloxide semiconductor thin films which obtaining technology is 
well compatible to the technology of microelectronic instruments continuously increases. 

 
Thin-film structures manufacture with width of beds from shares up to several microgauges is based 
on well-investigated processes of vacuum deposition and plotting of slicks from solutions. 
 
Metaloxide semiconductor thin films properties research in particular tin dioxide is an actual problem 
which solution will allow using tin dioxide thin films in RU quality of sensors of the gases made on 
the basis of the microelectronic technology. 
 
 
2. Experimental 
 
Researched a tin dioxide film are obtained by methods reactive magnetron evaporations and aqueous-
alcoholic solutions hydrolysis of tin chlorides on wafers from a glass and oxidized silicon. A tin 
dioxide film obtained with a method high-frequency reactive magnetron evaporations on a direct 
current. Magnetron atomization of a tin target (cleanness 99,98 %) was carried out in an atmosphere of 
argon and oxygen (up to 75 %) without padding preheating wafers. For slicks electrical parameters 
stabilization the tin target was an alloyed insert of antimony in 4-mm diameter. 

 
Possibility of tin dioxide slicks obtaining is researched by a tin chloride hydrolysis method. The 
following compound solutions were used: SnCl2 - 19 g, C3H8O - 50 ml, HCl - several drop, water 
distilled - 50 ml. Before preparation plotting a solution preheated up to 100 оС and rendered on hot 
wafer with afterbake at 370 оС. 
 
All prepared films have n-type electronic conductivity. B-type film doped with antimony (up to 3%) 
and obtained by magnetron evaporation on wafers from a glass (B1-type) and oxidized silicon (B2-
type) have the width about 2 - 6 microns, surface resistance 101 - 103 Ohms/cm2. It was investigated 
that all B - type films contain in main SnO2 phase and 3 % of antimony. 
 
A not doped tin dioxide films obtained of aqueous-alcoholic solutions hydrolysis of tin chlorides (C - 
type film) have width 0,1-0,4 microns and high enough surface resistances (103 - 106) the Ohm /cm2. A 
C - type films are thermally stable, and the subsequent annealing within four hours at obtaining 
temperature (370 оС) reduces their surface resistance up to 103 Ohms /cm2. 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
Principal component analysis. The principal component analysis (PCA) is based on engineering of a 
modeling discernment which apply to experimental data analysis and their graphic visualization. 
Analytes groups are distributed in n-dimensional space according to experimental data similarity and 
distinctions. PCA is a fast linear mode of handling of experimental data and alternative to nonlinear 
methods of discernment, for example, artificial neural network. On beforehand obtained experimental 
data PCA predicts more reliably than other methods of a modeling discernment. 
 
PCA application is connected to creation of the data base consisting of variables, appropriate to 
responses of a sensor control in relation to various defined substances. A data base is represented as a 
matrix X, in which each element PC - j - measured value for i-variable (the sensor response). PCA 
basic purpose consists in reflection of the information made in a data base with application of the least 
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number of variables (principal component, PC) and visualization of interactions (connections) between 
the measured responses. PC is linearly combined with original vectors n - variable sensor signals. 
Principal k- components can be determined on following equation: 
 

∑
=

⋅α=
n

1i ijxikkPC , (1)

 
where α is the vector for i-that variable, appropriate to the contribution of vectors of original signals of 
a sensor control to principal components. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Sensor signals graphic representation to acetone, isopropil alcohol and ethyl 
alcohol between PC1 and PC2. 

 
As a result of processing signals of sensor controls by us it is established, that PC2 it is temperature of 
the analysis, and PC1 - base resistance of a sensor control. 
 
Thus application of a principal component and a cluster analysis for metal oxide sensor signals 
processing evidently allows looking after change of sensor sensitivity at their parameters variation and 
analyte detection conditions. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Sensor signals graphic representation to isopropil alcohol and ethyl alcohol. 
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Fig. 3. Sensor signals graphic representation to ethyl alcohol. 
 
 

Cluster analysis. A common method to investigate how the samples group in multidimensional space 
is agglomerative cluster analysis. In this method, clusters are formed by grouping samples into bigger 
clusters until all samples become member of a single cluster.  Before the analysis, each sample forms 
its own, separate cluster. At the first stage, two samples are combined in the single cluster, at the 
second, the third sample is added to the growing cluster, and so on. Graphically, this process is 
illustrated by agglomerative dendrogramm (fig. 4). With cluster analysis application we were construct 
a dendrogramm (a hierarchical dendrogramm) based on sensor signals. 

 
There are two imporatnt issues: the way of measuring the distance between samples (metrics) and the 
way of measuring the distance between samples and cluater (linkage rule). In the present stude, we 
applied the popular Euclidean metrics in combination with complete linkage. 

 

Table 1. Correlation matrix of Euclidean metrics of samples. 
 

Distance matrix 
 S11(Si) S16 S16(1) S16(2) S2a 

S11(Si) 0    
S16 55,60 0   
S16(1) 272,90 264,14 0  
S16(2) 79,52 60,54 324,57 0 
S2a 267,41 258,45 6,33 318,91 0
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Fig.4. Examples clusterization diagram for samples (Dendrogram). 

 
 
4. Conclusions  
 
Our investigations shown that gas sensitivity of annealed tin dioxide slicks B - and C - type to ethanol, 
acetone, isopropanol vapors was researched; operating temperatures at which sensitivity to vapors of 
researched substance is maximum - 330 оС for ethanol, 360 оС for acetone and 400 оС for isopropanol 
are specific. 
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